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If you purchase a product on a YGG site, then YGG will collect Personal Information from you, such as
your name, mailing address and telephone number, so that we can process your order and fulfill
your purchase. We do not view or store your payment card information. A third party processes

customer payment card information when YGG customers use a payment card to make a purchase
on a YGG site. More ocean images - and depth. We know that the recent continent overhaul

introduced some significant visual artefacts in the shoreline, and we'd like to correct that - especially
because of the fantastic new footage featured on the front page of the blog. In this update we have
also added a new coastal reef option, varying with the currents, which can be very useful in combat
and display settings. These are available under [Reefs] on the Player Screen. Note, in the case of the
patch a few of the [Reefs] settings are disabled in the picture below, so a few are greyed out in the
list of options. It's been a couple of weeks since the last blog as we've been hard at work updating

the Shock Force series. That work is continuing as we respond to each new request from players who
are finding it really easy to tweak and play through the BCNG or indeed the CMRT. One of the

features we're most proud of is the way the game shows off complex maps with a pan and zoom
map option that is pretty cool. However, when zoomed out it does present a very noticeable problem
when actually viewing the map. Because the game dynamically adjusts to the zoom (the ratio of map

size to your viewport size) it means that the zoomed out view often shows a lot of text - like the
dimensions of towns and armies. The problem is that when zoomed in quite obviously the text is
smaller and less readable. We wanted to fix that so we added a simple parameter to allow you to

easily disable that feature. Now you can just check and uncheck that "Display Zoomed Map" on the
Options Screen and all of that will be gone. We're hoping the v2.01 release of Shock Force does the

trick without requiring this. As a side note, several of our customers have asked for further
improvements to the German landscape and hillshade. We will be addressing that, as well as

preparing a couple of updates to CMRT with a special focus on the Eastern Front which is never far
from our memories, but we'll let you know when we're finished.
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Armored Heroes has been developed with two main goals in mind: 1. To make a game where the
gameplay and mechanics are fully consistent with other versions of the game, 2. Allow for as great a
degree of flexibility in terms of playing style as we can, so that we can avoid forcing any changes to
gameplay that the player may dislike in the name of "good game design". We've been pretty happy
with where we've ended up. Our current plan is to release a second Armored Heroes update (next

year) that will make minor changes (maybe a tweak of AI and a few changes to the AI tech tree), and
then delay getting to any big new features and content for a few years. As soon as we get to a point
that it seems time to get back to a major update, then that's when we'll release a patch note. Dear
CMSF1 customers: To be safe we've had to make some decisions this week about timing that we

don't necessarily feel great about. So we made the decision to launch Shock Force 2 today with this
week's patch. After this patch we will be making sure to test extensively for any further bugs and will

be releasing new patches as needed to ensure that we can get everyone's feedback about the
product to make any further adjustments. As mentioned, this week's patch is a bit of a soft launch

and we are only testing a few things at the moment, so don't expect too much more on the content
front today. Above we've documented what we believe to be the most useful of tweaks, improving
image quality in the vast majority of scenes. Testing time has been limited though, so we can't rule
other options just yet. For instance, many cvMaxAllowed settings under [Budget] show promise, but
in brief tests we've been unable to discern any image quality improvement. With more time we can

undertake comprehensive testing of every setting, and with other PC enthusiasts also evaluating
they're worth we're hopeful further tweaks will be found. If they are we'll document them here, so be

sure to let us know in the comments if an improvement is identified elsewhere on the Internet.
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